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In this engaging collection of stories, 43 veterans of the Berkshire Hathaway Annual
Shareholders Meeting explain why throngs attend year after year. Beyond the famous
Q&A with Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger, these experts reveal the Berkshire
Meeting as a community gathering of fun, fellowship and learning. The contributors
whisk readers through the exciting schedule of surrounding events--book signings,
panel discussions and social gatherings--and share the pulse of this distinctive
corporate culture. Spanning decades, the book offers glimpses of the past and ideas of
what lies ahead. To learn about what makes Buffett’s shareholders tick and all the
happenings at the Berkshire Meeting, and to reminisce about past Meetings, make this
delightful book your companion. Includes work by these bestselling authors: - Robert
Hagstrom - Robert Miles - Jason Zweig - Joel Greenblatt - Vitally Katsenelson - Jeff
Matthews - Charlie Tian - Whitney Tilson - Prem Jain - Karen Linder
To fulfill all his wildest dreams, modern man must first use principles of personal
financial management to succeed in matters of money. The financial plan outlined in
this book is an accessible and fascinating modern economic approach to getting rich.
George Samuel Clayson wrote and published the collected essays on austerity and
financial success over four years. The book demonstrates key principles in money
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management through stories and parables set in Ancient Babylon and recounted by
Arkad, a formerly poor scribe who became the richest man in Babylon. The original
pamphlets were read by millions of people and the "The Richest Man in Babylon"
endures as a recommended modern literature classic on economics, financial
management and self-development.
“By far the best book on investing ever written.” — Warren Buffett The classic text of
Benjamin Graham’s seminal The Intelligent Investor has now been revised and
annotated to update the timeless wisdom for today’s market conditions. The greatest
investment advisor of the twentieth century, Benjamin Graham, taught and inspired
people worldwide. Graham's philosophy of "value investing"—which shields investors
from substantial error and teaches them to develop long-term strategies—has made The
Intelligent Investor the stock market bible ever since its original publication in 1949.
Over the years, market developments have proven the wisdom of Graham's strategies.
While preserving the integrity of Graham's original text, this revised edition includes
updated commentary by noted financial journalist Jason Zweig, whose perspective
incorporates the realities of today's market, draws parallels between Graham's
examples and today's financial headlines, and gives readers a more thorough
understanding of how to apply Graham's principles. Vital and indispensable, this
revised edition of The Intelligent Investor is the most important book you will ever read
on how to reach your financial goals.
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Grow your stock investments in today's changing environment Updated with new and
revised material to reflect the current market, this new edition of Stock Investing For
Dummies gives you proven strategies for selecting and managing profitable
investments. no matter what the conditions. You'll find out how to navigate the new
economic landscape and choose the right stock for different situations—with real-world
examples that show you how to maximize your portfolio. The economic and global
events affecting stock investors have been dramatic and present new challenges and
opportunities for investors and money managers at every level. With the help of this
guide, you'll quickly and easily navigate an ever-changing stock market with plainEnglish tips and information on ETFs, new rules, exchanges, and investment vehicles,
as well as the latest information on the European debt crisis. Incorporate stocks into
your investment portfolio Understand and capitalize on current market conditions
Balance risk and reward Explore new investment opportunities Stock Investing For
Dummies is essential reading for anyone looking for trusted, comprehensive guidance
to ensure their investments grow.
'This is an invaluable guide for any manager looking to apply MBA thinking in the real
world. Strongly recommended.' Gordon Seabright, Director of the Eden Project 'Packed
with insights, tools, tips, cases and know-how, this easy-to-read book will accelerate
your ability to deal with challenging management issues. A must for every manager.'
Jessica Pryce-Jones, Joint CEO, iOpener Institute for People and Performance 'This
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fantastic book ?will help you to challenge the mental barriers of the status quo.' Peter
Meier, CEO, Kuoni Travel Holding Ltd Transform your career and revolutionise how you
work with the very best learning from the world’s leading business schools. Delivering
many of the key benefits of a top-notch business education, without the hefty price tag
and big time investment, The Every Day MBA will guide, challenge and inspire you to
better results, wherever you are in your career. Use the powerful combination of the
best business models with your own experience and awareness to quickly develop the
same game-changing thinking, tactical behaviours and dynamic strategies that MBA
graduates know really work. Find out what it really takes to be a leader in business and
use MBA thinking to take your business knowledge and practice to a brilliant new level
– today, tomorrow and every day.
The Best of Everything after 50 provides top-dollar advice in an affordable format.
When Barbara Grufferman turned fifty, she wanted to know how to be - and stay - a
vibrant woman after the half-century mark. She went in search of a ''What to Expect''
book, but couldn't find one. So she consulted New York City's leading doctors, personal
trainers, hair stylists, fashion gurus, and financial planners including: ; Diane Von
Furstenberg on the right fashion choices ; Laura Geller and Carmindy on makeup tips ;
Dr. Patricia Wexler on the best skin care regimen ; Frederic Fekkai on hair care ; Jane
Bryant Quinn on financial concerns ; Julie Morgenstern on organizing your life Barbara
adopted their programs and prescriptions, and got life-changing results - and now she
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shares her experiences. With a handy format and ''checklist'' style, The Best of
Everything after 50 makes high-priced advice accessible to any woman interested in
getting answers to the issues that concern her most.
Volgens Warren Buffet verreweg het beste boek over beleggen dat ooit is geschreven.
De klassieker ‘De intelligente belegger’ uit 1949 wordt zelfs na ruim 70 jaar nog
steeds geprezen als de bijbel die iedere belegger gelezen moet hebben. De filosofie
van Benjamin Graham heeft zich door de jaren heen keer op keer bewezen – hij
behoedt beleggers voor kostbare fouten en leert ze een succesvolle
langetermijnstrategie te ontwikkelen. Omdat Graham niet vertelt wélke aandelen je zou
moeten kopen, maar juist een effectieve manier van denken en handelen aanleert, is
het boek nog steeds verbazingwekkend actueel. ‘De intelligente belegger’ is in de loop
der jaren in talloze talen vertaald en sinds verschijnen zijn er wereldwijd meer dan 1
miljoen exemplaren verkocht. Niet voor niets door Warren Buffet uitgeroepen tot
verreweg het beste boek over beleggen dat ooit is geschreven. Met een uitgebreide
inleiding van superbelegger John C. Bogle, oprichter van The Vanguard Group.
Your Survival Guide to the Hades of Wall Street The Devil's Financial Dictionary
skewers the plutocrats and bureaucrats who gave us exploding mortgages, freakish
risks, and banks too big to fail. And it distills the complexities, absurdities, and
pomposities of Wall Street into plain truths and aphorisms anyone can understand. An
indispensable survival guide to the hostile wilderness of today's financial markets, The
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Devil's Financial Dictionary delivers practical insights with a scorpion's sting. It cuts
through the fads and fakery of Wall Street and clears a safe path for investors between
euphoria and despair. Staying out of financial purgatory has never been this fun.

Make your money work harder than ever with share investing If you've always
wanted to invest in shares, but you've never known where to start, look no
further! This new edition of Getting Started in Shares For Dummies reveals in
plain English the investing secrets you need to know — how the market works,
how the stock exchange operates, and what brokers really do. In no time, you'll
find out how to pick the best shares and diversify your portfolio, minimise your
risk and maximise your returns, and reduce your capital gains tax bill. The world
of share investing can seem intimidating to the uninitiated, but it doesn't have to
be. Free of confusing jargon and packed with practical advice, this hands-on,
friendly guide helps you get to grips with developing an investment strategy,
assessing your risk, buying and selling shares, working with brokers,
understanding taxes, and so much more. Plus, you'll even learn about ten great
investors and their strategies — and ten things you should never, ever do. Find
out how the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) works Develop your own
successful share investing strategy—and know how to assess potential share
investments Analyse the share market and track trends to make informed
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choices and grow your wealth Realise the tax implications of share ownership
and understand how holding shares affects your tax liability If you're ready to
take your first steps towards investing in the share market, Getting Started in
Shares For Dummies will help you build the successful share portfolio you've
always wanted.
QFINANCE: The Ultimate Resource (5th edition) is the first-step reference for the
finance professional or student of finance. Its coverage and author quality reflect
a fine blend of practitioner and academic expertise, whilst providing the reader
with a thorough education in the may facets of finance.
This jargon-free resource explains the who, what, why, and where of
contemporary personal finance in simple, easy-to-grasp language, covering the
key people, events, terms, tools, policies, and products that make up modern
money management. • Supplies accessible, comprehensive financial information
that explains complex topics in simple language • Shows the relationship
between personal finance and everyday life, from renting an apartment to saving
for retirement • Answers a wide variety of personal finance questions • Provides
a resource suitable for both personal and scholarly use
Library Roles in Achieving Financial Literacy among its Patrons is a collection of
articles from 25 librarians in different parts of the U.S. and Canada, each
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contributing 3,000-4,000 words: concise chapters with sidebars, bullets, and
headers. Contributors were selected for the creative potential in their topics,
those that can be used in various types of libraries and that demonstrate a
command of financial literacy and are able to communicate what they know to
aiding users solve their financial information problems.
In Personal Benchmark: Integrating Behavioral Finance and Investment
Management, Chuck Widger and Dr. Daniel Crosby outline the ways in which a
program of embedded behavioral finance, fueled by what matters most to you,
can be your protection against irrational financial behavior. Along the way, you'll
learn how to improve your investment experience, increase returns formerly
sacrificed to misbehavior, and worry less about "The Economy" as you become
increasingly focused on "My Economy." Welcome to a new way of investing, a
new paradigm for conceptualizing wealth, and a system of turning emotion from
your portfolio's worst enemy into its best friend! In this new model, risk is simply
the likelihood that we will underperform our dreams. Irrationality is acting in ways
that thwart our ability to reach those dreams. And the optimal portfolio is not the
one that generates the highest return in abstraction, it is the one that helps us
meet our goals without killing our nerves before we get there. This book gives
advisors the tools needed to effectively communicate the design and execution of
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the Personal Benchmark solution.
More than one million hardcovers sold Now available for the first time in
paperback! The Classic Text Annotated to Update Graham's Timeless Wisdom
for Today's Market Conditions The greatest investment advisor of the twentieth
century, Benjamin Graham taught and inspired people worldwide. Graham's
philosophy of "value investing" -- which shields investors from substantial error
and teaches them to develop long-term strategies -- has made The Intelligent
Investor the stock market bible ever since its original publication in 1949. Over
the years, market developments have proven the wisdom of Graham's strategies.
While preserving the integrity of Graham's original text, this revised edition
includes updated commentary by noted financial journalist Jason Zweig, whose
perspective incorporates the realities of today's market, draws parallels between
Graham's examples and today's financial headlines, and gives readers a more
thorough understanding of how to apply Graham's principles. Vital and
indispensable, this HarperBusiness Essentials edition of The Intelligent Investor
is the most important book you will ever read on how to reach your financial
goals.
Have you ever tried to read "The Intelligent Investor"? It's not easy! With 100
page summaries, you'll finally find Benjamin Graham's classic investing text
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accessible to even the newest investor.
WINNER, Business: Personal Finance/Investing, 2015 USA Best Book Awards
FINALIST, Business: Reference, 2015 USA Best Book Awards Investor Behavior
provides readers with a comprehensive understanding and the latest research in
the area of behavioral finance and investor decision making. Blending
contributions from noted academics and experienced practitioners, this
30-chapter book will provide investment professionals with insights on how to
understand and manage client behavior; a framework for interpreting financial
market activity; and an in-depth understanding of this important new field of
investment research. The book should also be of interest to academics,
investors, and students. The book will cover the major principles of investor
psychology, including heuristics, bounded rationality, regret theory, mental
accounting, framing, prospect theory, and loss aversion. Specific sections of the
book will delve into the role of personality traits, financial therapy, retirement
planning, financial coaching, and emotions in investment decisions. Other topics
covered include risk perception and tolerance, asset allocation decisions under
inertia and inattention bias; evidenced based financial planning, motivation and
satisfaction, behavioral investment management, and neurofinance.
Contributions will delve into the behavioral underpinnings of various trading and
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investment topics including trader psychology, stock momentum, earnings
surprises, and anomalies. The final chapters of the book examine new research
on socially responsible investing, mutual funds, and real estate investing from a
behavioral perspective. Empirical evidence and current literature about each type
of investment issue are featured. Cited research studies are presented in a
straightforward manner focusing on the comprehension of study findings, rather
than on the details of mathematical frameworks.
Develop the practical investment strategy skills you need to succeed in any
market!-- Practical explanations and examples help you master the key
techniques professional investors use to make decisions.-- Helps you define a
coherent strategy that encompasses both value and growth.-- Draws heavily on
principles discovered by Peter Lynch, Warren Buffett, and other investment
greats.With this book, every investor can develop a coherent investment strategy
that encompasses both value and growth, draws upon the latest advances in
business strategy, and utilizes powerful principles first discovered by world-class
investors such as Peter Lynch and Warren Buffett. Valuegrowth Investing proves
that investing in value and in growth are not mutually exclusive, and offers a
practical strategy for achieving both goals. Using extensive real-world examples,
Glen Arnold introduces the key financial tools professionals use to make their
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investment decisions, sharing new insight into stock price behavior based upon
his successful career as a trader. From Ben Graham's three forms of value
investing to John Neff's sophisticated ratio investing plan, to Warren Buffett's and
Charles Munger's long term cash-flow investing and Philip Fisher's bonanza
investing, this book draws upon the best ideas of world-class investors -- and
shows how to leverage them in your own portfolio. For every experienced
investor.
"Graham's ideas inspired the investment community for nearly a century."--Smart
Money "Graham's method of investing is as relevant today as it was when he first
espoused it during the Roaring Twenties."--Investor's Business Daily Benjamin
Graham's revolutionary theories have influenced and inspired investors for nearly
70 years. First published in 1934, his Security Analysis is still considered to be
the value investing bible for investors of every ilk. Yet, it is the second edition of
that book, published in 1940 and long since out of print, that many
experts--including Graham protégé Warren Buffet--consider to be the definitive
edition. This facsimile reproduction of that seminal work makes available to
investors, once again, the original thinking of "this century's (and perhaps
history's) most important thinker on applied portfolio investment."
"This exceptional book provides valuable insights into the evolution of financial
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economics from the perspective of a major player." -- Robert Litzenberger,
Hopkinson Professor Emeritus of Investment Banking, Univ. of Pennsylvania;
and retired partner, Goldman Sachs A History of the Theory of Investments is
about ideas -- where they come from, how they evolve, and why they are
instrumental in preparing the future for new ideas. Author Mark Rubinstein writes
history by rewriting history. In unearthing long-forgotten books and journals, he
corrects past oversights to assign credit where credit is due and assembles a
remarkable history that is unquestionable in its accuracy and unprecedented in
its power. Exploring key turning points in the development of investment theory,
through the critical prism of award-winning investment theory and asset pricing
expert Mark Rubinstein, this groundbreaking resource follows the chronological
development of investment theory over centuries, exploring the inner workings of
great theoretical breakthroughs while pointing out contributions made by often
unsung contributors to some of investment's most influential ideas and models.
A straightforward guide to generating consistent income by selling call options on
selected stocks The Stock Option Income Generator outlines a low-stress
approach to making predictable profits no matter what the state of the overall
market. Harvey Friedentag, a registered investment advisor who has been
successfully using this strategy for more than thirty-six years, shows how to pick
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stocks and then sell call options against those stocks to generate a constant
source of income. With this book, you'll quickly learn to Make consistent profits in
the stock market and increase your gains Protect stock holdings from price
declines, cutting your losses Profit from big market moves as well as sideways
moves Receive a controllable tax shelter from an option income portfolio Buy
more stocks for less money Friedentag's strategy is ideal for anyone who wants
to generate better returns than the overall market averages, with less risk, and
receive the benefits of tax-advantaged investing.
3 breakthrough books deliver innovative global investing strategies for today’s
radically new market environment Yesterday’s investment strategies won’t cut it
any more! This Collection brings together innovative new approaches from three
of this generation’s most successful investors: strategies you simply won’t find
elsewhere! In Buying at the Point of Maximum Pessimism: Six Value Investing
Trends from China to Oil to Agriculture, Lauren Templeton Capital
Management’s D. Scott Phillipsreveals today’s secret for earning consistently
outsized profits: In times of maximum pessimism, recognize your long-term
opportunities, and pounce! Phillips identifies six powerful value investing themes
for the 2010s: emerging areas of long-term growth that become even more
compelling in volatile or bear markets. In What Would Ben Graham Do Now?: A
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New Value Investing Playbook for a Global Age, Jeffrey Towson modernizes
value investing for high-growth emerging markets, introducing techniques he
mastered working for Prince Alwaleed, the “Arabian Warren Buffet.” Building on
Ben Graham’s classic focus on price and quality, he integrates crucial values of
political access, reputation, and capabilities that are indispensable for modern
global investing. Next, he presents practical investment “playbooks” designed to
help you profitably navigate tomorrow’s titanic market collisions. Finally, in The
Esoteric Investor: Alternative Investments for Global Macro Investors, Vishaal B.
Bhuyanreveals immense new investment opportunities hidden in the coming age
wave, pension crisis, and today's massive demographic, economic, and
regulatory shifts. Discover how to profit from reverse equity transactions,
surprising commodities, and longevity risk markets—the $24 trillion market you've
never heard of! From world-renowned leaders in alternative global investment,
including D. Scott Phillips, Vishaal B. Bhuyan,and Jeffrey Towson
"All investors, from beginners to old hands, should gain from the use of this
guide, as I have." From the Introduction by Michael F. Price, president, Franklin
Mutual Advisors, Inc. Benjamin Graham has been called the most important
investment thinker of the twentieth century. As a master investor, pioneering
stock analyst, and mentor to investment superstars, he has no peer. The volume
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you hold in your hands is Graham's timeless guide to interpreting and
understanding financial statements. It has long been out of print, but now joins
Graham's other masterpieces, The Intelligent Investor and Security Analysis, as
the three priceless keys to understanding Graham and value investing. The
advice he offers in this book is as useful and prescient today as it was sixty years
ago. As he writes in the preface, "if you have precise information as to a
company's present financial position and its past earnings record, you are better
equipped to gauge its future possibilities. And this is the essential function and
value of security analysis." Written just three years after his landmark Security
Analysis, The Interpretation of Financial Statements gets to the heart of the
master's ideas on value investing in astonishingly few pages. Readers will learn
to analyze a company's balance sheets and income statements and arrive at a
true understanding of its financial position and earnings record. Graham provides
simple tests any reader can apply to determine the financial health and wellbeing of any company. This volume is an exact text replica of the first edition of
The Interpretation of Financial Statements, published by Harper & Brothers in
1937. Graham's original language has been restored, and readers can be
assured that every idea and technique presented here appears exactly as
Graham intended. Highly practical and accessible, it is an essential guide for all
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business people--and makes the perfect companion volume to Graham's
investment masterpiece The Intelligent Investor.
'Beleggen is voor iedereen. Het is een ambacht. Je kunt de technieken leren en
de rest komt neer op oefening, ervaring en emotionele controle', aldus Sam
Hollanders. Na vijf jaar onverstandig en nadien vijftien jaar verstandig beleggen
verdubbelde hij ongeveer driemaal zijn inleg. In dit boek deelt hij beproefde
principes, bruikbare tips en een beetje psychologie. Na het lezen ervan zal de
belegger het pad zien om zelf op lange termijn een fors vermogen op te bouwen.
Hij zal een eigen persoonlijke en logische beleggingsstrategie kunnen vormen,
beleggingsdiscipline aankweken, en weten hoe de juiste aandelen te
identificeren. Dit boek is onontbeerlijk voor elke belegger, jong en oud, ervaren
en onervaren.
Ooit gedroomd over een eigen bedrijf? Dit boek is de eerste stap! In 48 uur een
startup beginnen? Het kan echt! Fraser Doherty laat zien wat er zoal bij het
starten van een bedrijf komt kijken. Van het bedenken van een concept tot het
vinden van klanten en het (laten) maken van een website - alle aspecten komen
aan bod. Helder, duidelijk, inspirerend... en het kost je maar een weekend.
Drawing on the latest scientific research, Jason Zweig shows what happens in your brain when
you think about money and tells investors how to take practical, simple steps to avoid common
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mistakes and become more successful. What happens inside our brains when we think about
money? Quite a lot, actually, and some of it isn’t good for our financial health. In Your Money
and Your Brain, Jason Zweig explains why smart people make stupid financial decisions—and
what they can do to avoid these mistakes. Zweig, a veteran financial journalist, draws on the
latest research in neuroeconomics, a fascinating new discipline that combines psychology,
neuroscience, and economics to better understand financial decision making. He shows why
we often misunderstand risk and why we tend to be overconfident about our investment
decisions. Your Money and Your Brain offers some radical new insights into investing and
shows investors how to take control of the battlefield between reason and emotion. Your
Money and Your Brain is as entertaining as it is enlightening. In the course of his research,
Zweig visited leading neuroscience laboratories and subjected himself to numerous
experiments. He blends anecdotes from these experiences with stories about investing
mistakes, including confessions of stupidity from some highly successful people. Then he
draws lessons and offers original practical steps that investors can take to make wiser
decisions. Anyone who has ever looked back on a financial decision and said, “How could I
have been so stupid?” will benefit from reading this book.
As originally conceived by the legendary Benjamin Graham, traditional value investing involves
purchasing relatively stable stocks and companies at a percentage below their intrinsic value.
But this approach contains many hidden, U.S.-centric assumptions that simply don’t work well
in today’s high-growth emerging markets. In this book, leading global value investor Jeffrey
Towson extends and modernizes value investing, helping you apply its core principles while
you access tremendous opportunities available in today’s fastest-growing markets. Towson
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introduces the powerful Value Point system that grows out of his experience on the elite
investing team selected by Prince Alwaleed, the "Arabian Warren Buffett." While retaining
Graham’s relentless focus on price and quality, he shows how to integrate three crucial
additional forms of value into your stock assessments: the value of political access in a
government-infused investment world, the value of reputation in a world of colliding markets,
actors and biases, and the value of capabilities in a multi-local world. Building on these
techniques, Towson presents a complete investment playbook for the next five years. Next, he
shows how to invest for the next twenty years—successfully navigating the titanic market
collisions that will batter investors who aren’t prepared for them.
Take your first steps towards investing in the sharemarket Build the successful share portfolio
you've always wanted, guided by this beginner's guide to the sharemarket. Getting Started in
Shares For Dummies reveals the investing secrets you need to know — how the market works,
how the stock exchange operates and what brokers actually do. Understand the sharemarket —
find out how the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) works Develop your own successful
investing strategy — know how to assess potential share investments Analyse the sharemarket
and track trends — make informed choices and grow your wealth Choose the best broker for
you — get some professional help with investing Know the risks — learn how to diversify your
portfolio Realise the tax implications of share ownership — understand how holding shares
affects your tax liability Open the book and find: Up-to-date analysis of the global financial
crisis The latest information about tax and superannuation policies Tips for diversifying your
share holdings Guidance for choosing a stock broker Methods for identifying when to buy and
sell Ways to pick winners for your portfolio Learn to: Pick the best shares and diversify your
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portfolio Minimise your risk and maximise your returns Work with a broker Reduce your capital
gains tax bill
QFINANCE: The Ultimate Resource (4th edition) offers both practical and thought-provoking
articles for the finance practitioner, written by leading experts from the markets and academia.
The coverage is expansive and in-depth, with key themes which include balance sheets and
cash flow, regulation, investment, governance, reputation management, and Islamic finance
encompassed in over 250 best practice and thought leadership articles. This edition will also
comprise key perspectives on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors -essential for understanding the long-term sustainability of a company, whether you are an
investor or a corporate strategist. Also included: Checklists: more than 250 practical guides
and solutions to daily financial challenges; Finance Information Sources: 200+ pages spanning
65 finance areas; International Financial Information: up-to-date country and industry data;
Management Library: over 130 summaries of the most popular finance titles; Finance Thinkers:
50 biographies covering their work and life; Quotations and Dictionary.
Master the basics of stock investing? Easy. If you want to learn how to profitably invest in
stocks, this is the book for you. This updated new edition of Stock Investing For Canadians For
Dummies offers straight answers and simple advice for any Canadian who wants to take
control of his or her portfolio. With practical guidance on making wise investments in any
market—even today's uncertain one—this plain-English guide covers unique investment
segments, how to invest in different market situations, and real and recent examples on what
to invest in and when. With fully updated references and resources, this is the perfect stock
investing guide for beginners. Updated to include the latest information on the current stock
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market, as well as fresh case studies Written by expert authors—one an accountant and the
other a certified financial planner and investing consultant Ideal for novice investors and those
planning for retirement
‘Wat wil jij later worden?’ Zonder te aarzelen antwoordde de zevenjarige Elizabeth Holmes:
‘Miljardair.’ ‘Waarom geen president?’ ‘De president zal mij ten huwelijk vragen omdat ik
straks miljarden verdien.’ Op haar negentiende richtte Elizabeth de meest veelbelovende startup van Silicon Valley op: Theranos. Haar revolutionaire idee was een nieuwe, snelle manier
van bloedtesten, die de medische wereld op zijn kop zou zetten. Al in het eerste jaar haalde
Holmes het ongekende bedrag van 45 miljoen dollar op en haar portret prijkte op alle
businesskranten en -bladen. Extraordinary, werd het genoemd. Maar haar bedrijf bleek
gebaseerd op leugens en vervalste testresultaten, en Holmes voerde een schrikbewind om
haar moedwillige fraude te verhullen. De meermaals bekroonde Wall Street Journal-journalist
John Carreyrou ontmaskerde Holmes en zijn onthullingen brachten haar ten val. Zijn
diepgravende journalistieke onderzoek is de basis voor dit adembenemende en shockerende
boek over een evil woman en de waanzin van het snelle geld.
The must-read summary of Benjamin Graham's book: "The Intelligent Investor: The Classic
Text on Value Investing" This complete summary of the ideas from Benjamin Graham's book
"The Intelligent Investor" outlines the behavior of the intelligent investor and the right attitude to
adopt when one considers investing. Moreover, this summary gives you the six principles at
the core of intelligent investing, thus providing you with all the tools to become a successful
investor yourself. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand the key concepts •
Expand your business knowledge To learn more, read "The Intelligent Investor" and choose
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your investments wisely.
'Mr. Fleming is een klasse apart.' - Daily Mail SMERSH, de Russische spionagedienst, bereidt
een terreurdaad voor tegen de Britse geheime dienst. Het doelwit is niemand minder dan hun
topagent James Bond. De opdracht wordt gegeven aan de zeer verleidelijke agente Tatiana
Romanowa. Aan haar de taak om geheim agent 007 naar Istanbul te lokken, hem te verleiden
en vervolgens om het leven te brengen. Maar de zaken lopen niet zoals gepland. Want het is
niet Bond, maar de Russische agente die valt voor de charmes van haar tegenstander. Hoewel
de rollen daarmee zijn omgedraaid, is het gevaar voor Bond alleen maar groter geworden...
Ian Fleming werd geboren op 28 mei 1908 in Londen. Hij bezocht Eton College en na een
korte periode op de beroemde Royal Military Academy van Sandhurst trad hij in dienst van het
persbureau Reuters. Tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog werkte Fleming voor de marineinlichtingendienst, waar hij van dichtbij kennismaakte met de spionagewereld die hij in zijn
James Bond-boeken zou vereeuwigen. In 1953 verscheen het eerste boek, Casino Royale, in
1957 was From Russia With Love het vijfde boek in de reeks. Ian Fleming overleed in 1964. .

????? NO.151?????? The Intelligent Investor ?????????????????????? Copyright ?
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Thought-provoking and provocative, Slow Finance anticipates a profound change in
public attitudes. It outlines how credit growth and globalisation have contributed to the
excessive scale of the financial sector. Just as the Slow Food movement represents a
reaction to the food industry losing sight of its ultimate purpose, Slow Finance explores
how parallel trends will soon be reflected in the investment world. At once think-piece,
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potted history and call-to-action, the ideas in Slow Finance is an essential read for
professionals, academics, business leaders and private investors alike, as well as
policy-makers seeking a more sustainable approach to investing.
intelligent investorThe Classic Text on Value InvestingHarper Collins
Filosofische studie over het onderschatte belang van geluk en toeval in met name de
financiële wereld.
This book IS: Completely interactive with over 10 hours of video content. A starting
point for amateur and intermediate investors to finally understand the content found in
The Intelligent Investor, Security Analysis, and the Wealth of Nations. Easy to
understand, yet covers complex topics for stocks, bonds, and preferred shares. Did you
know Warren Buffett, the world's wealthiest stock investor, is quoted as saying three
books have shaped his investment philosophy? For more than half a century, he used
the information provided in these three books to go from nothing - to a massive $39
billion net worth. The three books that gave him this wisdom are: The Wealth of Nations
(pub. 1776) by Adam Smith, Security Analysis (pub. 1934) by Benjamin Graham, and
The Intelligent Investor (pub. 1949), also by Benjamin Graham. In fact, Benjamin
Graham was Buffett's professor at Columbia and the most influential financial advisor
he ever had. So, have you ever tried reading Graham's books? Many might agree the
books are as exciting as listening to Ben Stein read the 30th page of The Wall Street
Journal. It is time we fixed that. Instead of keeping these billion-dollar secrets hidden
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behind thousands of pages of financial jargon, I wrote one simple guide - Warren
Buffett's Three Favorite Books. If you're looking for a guide that explains how the
wealthy really think and buy assets, you're in the right place. This isn't a get-rich-quick
book. Instead, this is where your investing techniques take a turn in the road. This book
will teach you how to accumulate assets and become very wealthy over decades of
wise decisions and proper asset valuation. The best part about the book is the methods
are taught in an easy-to-follow and understandable scenario for all to enjoy!
Each book covers all the necessary information a beginner needs to know about a
particular topic, providing an index for easy reference and using the series' signature
set of symbols to clue the reader in to key topics, categorized under such titles as Tip,
Remember, Warning!, Technical Stuff and True Story. Original.
'Vaste grond' van Paulette Jiles is een historische roman die zich afspeelt tijdens de
nasleep van de Amerikaanse burgeroorlog. Nu op Netflix als 'News of the World' met
Tom Hanks. Nu op Netflix als 'News of the World' met Tom Hanks. Vaste grond van
Paulette Jiles is een historische roman die zich afspeelt tijdens de nasleep van de
Amerikaanse burgeroorlog. De oude veteraan Kapitein Jefferson Kidd reist rond als
krantenlezer. Op een dag krijgt hij het verzoek om een tienjarig weesmeisje, dat
gekidnapt werd en vier jaar lang bij een indianenstam woonde, terug te brengen naar
haar familie. Kidd vertrekt met het verwilderde kind naar het zuiden van Texas: een
zware tocht van bijna zevenhonderd kilometer, dwars door een ruig en door geweld
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geteisterd gebied. Gaandeweg groeit het vertrouwen tussen de oude man en het
meisje – een band die voor beiden het verschil tussen leven en dood zal uitmaken. Een
prachtig gecomponeerde historische roman over vrijheid, verantwoordelijkheid en
verzoening, en over de vraag wat dat nu eigenlijk is, ‘beschaving’.
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